Deterministic and nondeterministic circuit-size complexities are compared to deterministic and nondeterministic time complexities in the presence of pseudorandom oracles. The following separations are shown to hold relative to every pspace-random oracle A, and relative to almost every oracle A E ESPACE.
Taken collectively, the oracles A through G testify that none of the open problems mentioned in the preceding paragraph will be solved by techniques which relativize to arbitrary oracles. This is taken NPA is not contained in co-NSIZEA(2"") for any real a < f . Thus NPA is not contained in PA/Poly, or in co-NPA/Poly.
as evidence that these problems may be very hard to solve. (Such evidence is to be interpreted with caution. For example, the theorems ALOG = P . .
In fact, these separations are shown to hold for almost every n. Since a randomly selected oracle is pspace-random with probability one, (i) and (ii) immediately imply the corresponding random oracle separations, thus improving results of Bennett and Gill [BG81] and answering open questions of Wilson [Wi185] .
Introduction
The most fundamental problems of complexity theory appear to be those involving the relationships among deterministic polynomial time, nondeterministic polynomial time, and polynomial size circuits.
Aside from the trivial observations that P NP, P 5 PSIZE, and PSIZE g NP, very little is known.
It is likely that NP-complete problems are combinatorially infeasible in the sense that NP g PSIZE, but even such extreme counter-assertions as P = NP, of Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer [CKS81] and IP = PSPACE of Shamir [Sha89] have simple proofs but do not relativize, unless one modifies oracle access mechanisms to force them to relativize.)
Unfortunately, oracle ezcistence results of the above type provide no evidence regarding the truth or falsity of the underlying conjectures. As a remedy for this situation, Bennett and Gill [BG81] proposed the study of complexity classes relative to randomly selected oracles. In this scheme, an or- acle A E {0,1}* is chosen probabilistically by using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide whether each string 2 E {0,1}* is in A . Bennett and Gill [BG81] proved (among other things) that PA # NPA # co-NPA holds with probability 1 when the oracle A is so selected. That is, the conjecture P # N P # co-NP holds relative to almost every oracle. Moreover, Bennett and Gill [BG81] formulated and proposed the random oracle hypothesis, which posits that any reasonably formed conjecture which holds relative to almost every oracle is in fact true. Thus, the random oracle result, separations of the above type provide evidence that the corresponding unrelativized conjectures are true. In fact, recent work of Book [Boo901 indicates that such separations do not provide such evidence. Nevertheless, random oracle separations continue to be of interest. Notably, Cai [Cai89] and Babai [Bab87] have proven that PH # PSPACE relative to almost every oracle; Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer [KMR89] have proven that the Berman-Hartmanis [BH77] isomorphism conjecture fails relative to almost every oracle; and Beige1 [Be891 has shown that almost every oracle supports a fine hierarchy between UP and NP, based upon the number of accepting computations.
At our present state of knowledge (i.e., lack thereof), results of this type merit careful attention. There are several reasons for this. First, more often than not, random oracle results correspond to our intuitive conjectures about the unrelativized questions. A scientific analysis and explanation of this correspondence and its limitations is likely to be instructive.
Second, oracle properties which hold with probability 1 have proven to be useful for characterizing complexity classes. Bennett and Gill [BG81] and have shown that a language L is in BPP if and only if L E PA for almost every oracle A . Nisan and Wigderson [NW88] have given a similar characterization of the Arthur-Merlin class AM of Babai [Bab85] , showing that a language L is in AM if and only if L E NPA for almost every oracle A . Other complexity classes have been given similar characterizations by Ambos-Spies [Amb86], Tang and Watanabe [TW89] , and Book and Tang [BT90] . Results of this type indicate that a systematic study of random oracle properties may be a fruitful enterprise.
Random oracle results, though interesting, are uninformative in a crucial respect. For example, consider the random oracle separation of NP from co-NP. This results tells us that almost every oracle A achieves the separation NPA # co-NPA, but gives no information as to which oracles A achieve this se par at ion.
To deal with this matter, this paper introduces pseudorandom relativization, a new, more sophisticated successor to the random oracle technique. Roughly speaking, a pseudorandom oracle separation result for a relativized separation condition SEPA (e.g., the condition NPA # co-NPA) identifies a level of (pseud0)randomness A for which the following two conditions hold.
(i) Every oracle A which is A-random satisfies the condition SEPA.
(ii) A randomly selected oracle A is A-random Taken together, of course, (i) and (ii) give the corresponding random oracle separation, namely that a randomly selected oracle A satisfies the condition SEPA with probability 1. However, (i) gives more information than this by identifying the A-randomness of any individual oracle A as a suficient condition for SEPA to hold.
The notion of A-randomness used here was developed and investigated by Lutz [Lut89, Lut90b] and is discussed in some detail in section 3 below. It is the level A = pspace which is of interest in this paper. Briefly, a language A (equivalently, the characteristic sequence of A ) is pspace-random if and only if it has no "pspace-specifiable special properties", i.e., if it is in no pspace-measure 0 set of languages. (See section 3 for details.) This definition resembles the Martin-Lof [Mar661 definition of random sequences; indeed every random sequence is pspacerandom. Since Martin-Lof [Mar661 proved that a randomly selected oracle A is random with probability 1, it immediately follows that property (ii) above holds when A = pspace. However, much more is true. The definition of A-randomness is based on the resource-bounded measure theory developed by Lutz [Lut89, Lut90a] . This underlying measure theory articulates the internal measure-theoretic structure of various complexity classes and, as it turns out, ensures that most decidable languages are Arandom. For example, almost every language decidable in 2p01ynomial space is pspace-random [LutSOb] . Since no decidable (or even recursively enumerable) language is random [Mar66], then, pspace-random languages are pseudorandom, with pspace specifying the "level of randomness".
It is shown in Corollary 6.2 below that, relative to every pspace-random oracle A , NPA # co-NPA.
Thus (i) and (ii) above hold for this separation property when A = pspace. This refines the random oracle separation of Bennett and Gill [BG81] . (Such refinements are not automatic. For example, the separation PA REC holds for a randomly selected oracle with probability one, but fails for every decidable pspace-random oracle.) This improvement, from randomly selected relativization to pseudorandom relativization, is only one dimension of the progress reported in this paper. Equally significant is the fact that the results reported here give quantitative comparisons of deterministic and nondeterministic circuit-size complexities with deterministic and nondeterministic time complexities.
After constructing the above-mentioned oracles with probability 1.
with high probability relative to a randomly selected oracle. Thus zo = A and zk+l = z z k .
Complexity classes are usually defined as sets of languages. A language here is a set L (0, l}*, i.e., a set of binary strings. We fix the lexicographic enumeration so = A, s1 = 0, s2 = 1, s3 = 00,. (d) The separation holds for almost every n in the sense that it holds even if the circuits on the right are only required to be small for infinitely many n.
Thus Theorem 5.1 is a very strong pseudorandom oracle separation of deterministic exponential time from nondeterministic slightly-submaximal circuit size.
The main result of this paper is Theorem 6.1, which compares nondeterministic time to conondeterministic circuit size. In this case, the result states that, for every real a < f , the condition NPA 9 c~-N S I Z E~J~~" ) is a pspace-test. This answers another open question of Wilson [Wi185] , since it implies that, of the above-mentioned oracles C and F, F represents the probability-one case. Moreover, this result strengthens the Bennett and Gill .1 is a very strong pseudorandom oracle separation of nondeterministic polynomial time from conondeterministic submaximal circuit size.
This identifies the set P({O,l}*) of all languages with the set (0, 1}O0 of all binary sequences. We use X , Y , 2, etc., to denote sets of languages (equivalently, to denote sets of binary sequences). The We say that a condition p(n) holds almost everywhere (a.e.) if it holds for all but finitely many n E N. We say that p(n) holds infinidely often (2.0.) if it holds for infinitely many n E N.
We use the discrete logarithm
Note that log0 = 0. section 6.
We will use the following combinatorial bound in Proposition 2.1 (Chernoff [Che52] ). For 0 < b < u < l , In this section we review those aspects of resourcebounded measure and pseudorandomness which are essential to this paper. The interested reader is referred to Lutz [Lut89, Lut9Oa, Lut9Ob] for a more complete treatment.
We will use the extended binary alphabet C = {O,l,I,T}. The elements I ("bottom") and T ("top") of C are interpreted as "undefined bit" and "impossibly defined bit", respectively. We define 5 to be the partial ordering of C in which I C 0 & T, I 1 C T, and 0 and 1 are incomparable. Thus b C b' means that bit 6 is "no more defined than" bit b'. to strings and sequences over C via the following rules.
We extend the partial ordering Note that if z and y are binary strings, i.e., z,y E (0, l}*, then 3: E y means that z is a prefix of y. We also write z 2 y if z
We define 11~11, the number of defined bits in a string x E E*, by the following recursion. Thus we regard a string x E C* as an approximation, or "partial specification" of a binary sequence y (and hence of a language L ) . The cylinder C, is the set of all binary sequences which meet this specification. The measure of C, is the probability that y E C, when the bits of y E (0, 1}O0 are chosen by independent tosses of a fair coin. If T appears in 2, then C, = 0, i.e., the specification x is unsatisfiable, so C, has measure 0.
A transduction here is a function f : E* 4 E*.
We will write f : {0,1}* --f C* if we only care about the values of f on the subset {0,1}* of its domain.
Similarly, a function f : N C* is formally a transduction, though we care only about its values on (0)' and write f(n) for f(0"). Finally, a function
where we write f(n) for If(n)I. For a transduction f and k E N, we define the transduction fk(Z) = f((Ok,z)). Thus f is a "uniform enumeration" of the functions fo, fi, . . . . We write f" for the n-fold composition o f f with itself.
All results in this paper are robust with respect to reasonable choices of the underlying models of deterministic and nondeterministic algorithmic computation. Where convenient, we will assume the Turing machine model (see, for example, Hopcroft and Ullman [HU79]) without loss of generality. Within the class REC of all decidable languages, we are interested primarily in the uniform complexity classes ESPACE = DSPACE(2lineW), and EzSPACE = We will use the following classes of transductions. E = DTIME(21ine"), E2 = DTIME(2p01~nomid ),
in polynomial workspace } in npolY'og workspace } Throughout this paper, A will denote one of the classes all, rec, pspace, and pzspace. Intuitively, a A-cover of X is a family ch(O),ch(l), c h ( 2 ) , . . . of cylinders which cover X in such a way that the computational resources of A are sufficient to enumerate the family and to compute approximations of the finite total measure of the family. Definition 3.3. A A-null cover of a set X of languages is a pair ( h , m ) E Az such that for each k E N, the pair (hk, mk) is a A-cover of X with total measure p*(hk) _< 2-k. Note that this implies
A set X has A-measure 0, and we write p a ( X ) = 0, if there exists a A-null cover of X . A set X has A-measure 1, and we write p a ( X ) = 1, if p a ( X C ) = 0.
Thus a set X has A-measure 0 if A provides sufficient computational resources to uniformly enumerate A-covers of X with rapidly vanishing total measure.
A constructor is a transduction 6 : {O,l}* -+ {0,1}* which satisfies 2 2 6(x) for all 2. The result of a constructor 6 (i.e., the language constructed by 6) is the unique language R(6) such that &"(A) R(6) for all n E N. Intuitively, 6 constructs R(6) by starting with A and then iteratively generating successively longer prefixes of R(6). We write R(A) for the set of languages R(6) such that 6 is a constructor in A.
Lemma 3.5 (Lutz [Lut87] ).
Lemma 3.5 allows us to use resource-bounded measure to investigate the internal measuretheoretic structure of complexity classes. 
We have already made implicit use of the following notion. A series We will also use the following resource-bounded version of the first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Then p a ( Y ) = 0. We end this section with a discussion of pseudo-
Relativized Complexity
We use the oracle Turing machine and the orrandom binary sequences.
Definition 3.10 (Lutz [LutSOb]). A A-test is a
set X E {O,l}bo such that p a ( X ) = 1. A binary sequence x E (0,l)"" passes a A-test X if x E X. A binary sequence x E (0, l}b3 is A-random, and we write x E RAND(A), if 2 passes all A-tests. That is, RAND(A) = n { X I pa(x) = 1).
If A = rec, this definition is analogous to, but weaker than, the Martin-Lof [Mar661 definition of random sequences. The condition prec(X) = 0 implies the Martin-Lof condition that X be a constructive nullset; however, the two conditions are not equivalent. Thus the random sequences of MartinLof form a proper subset of RAND(rec). It is easy to see that the classes RAND(A) also satisfy the following properties.
It is desirable for a notion of pseudorandomness to provide an abundance of deterministically computable pseudorandom sequences. Part (1) of the following result, which follows from a more general theorem of Lutz [LutSOb] , shows that the above definition of pspace-randomness has this property.
Theorem 3.11 (Lutz [LutSOb] ).
(1) RAND(pspace) is a pzspace-test, i.e., ppz,p,,,(RAND(pspace)) = 1. Thus p(RAND(pspace) 1 EZSPACE) = 1.
(2) RAND(pspace) fl ESPACE = 0.
0
Recalling that we equate a language L with its characteristic sequence x~, Theorem 3.11 tells us that almost every language in EzSPACE is pspacerandom, but no language in ESPACE is pspacerandom.
There are several additional properties of pspacerandom languages which support characterizing them as pseudorandom. For example, every pspacerandom language L has nearly maximal circuit-size complexity and nearly maximal space-bounded selective program-size complexity almost everywhere ([Lut89] ). Also, every pspace-random sequence x is an asymptotically adequate source for every bounded-error probabilistic machine ([LutSOb] ).
acle circuit as our models of relativized uniform and nonuniform complexity, respectively. For a formal definition of the oracle Turing machine, see for example Hopcroft and Ullman [HU79], or Balcbzar, Diaz, and Gabarr6 [BDG88] . Recall that we write DTIME(T(n)) [resp., NTIME(T(n))] for the set of languages accepted by deterministic [resp., nondeterministic] Turing machines in T ( n ) time. Analogously, we write DTIMEA(T(n)) [resp., NTIMEA(T(n))] for the set of languages accepted by deterministic [resp., nondeterministic] oracle Turing machines in T ( n ) time using oracle set A. We will use the following relativized and unrelativized uniform complexity classes. set computed by an n-input oracle circuit y relative t o an oracle A is then the set of all w E {0,1)" such that yA(w) = 1. Two n-input oracle circuits y1 and 7 2 are functionally distinct if there exists an oracle A relative to which y1 and 7 2 compute different sets.
This model was first introduced by Wilson [Wi18O, Wi185] . As defined in these references, the size of a circuit y = ( V , E ) is equal to IEI, i.e., the number of "wires" in y, or the sum of the indegrees of 7's component gates. We will find it convenient to use the following "almost equivalent" definition.
The site of an oracle circuit y is given by size(y) = 2(G, ( + k,, ,€Go where k, is the indegree of oracle gate g . Thus every standard gate is considered to contribute a count of 2 to the size of the circuit, rather than its actual indegree. This will facilitate some counting arguments cited below (and appearing in the full paper).
The circuit-site complexity of a language L {0,1}* with respect to an oracle set A is the func-
We define the relativized circuit-size complexity classes 
Using this function, the unrelativized circuitsize classes SIZE(f(n)), SIZE;.,.(f(n)), LINSIZE, PSIZE, and PSIZEi,,. are defined analogously to their relativized counterparts.
Let C be a class of languages, and let F be a class of advice functions from N into (0, l}*. As in Karp and Lipton [KL80] , we define CIF to be the class of languages B for which there exists a set A E C and a function f E F such that B = {z I (z,f(IzI)) E A}. The standard proof (see, for instance, Schoning [Sch86] ) that PSIZE = P/Poly may easily be modified to show that PSIZEA = PA/Poly, and that PSIZE?,, = pA/poiyi.o..
The following fact will be useful.
Lemma 4.1. Given any n , s E N with s > n, the number H ( s ) of functionally distinct n-input oracle circuits y such that size(y) = s is less than 2685(4es),.
It should be noted that care must be taken in comparing standard and relativized circuit-size results. Define a degenerate oracle circuit to be a circuit whose size is defined according to the oracle circuit model described above, but which does not contain any oracle gates. Then it is clear that any degenerate oracle circuit of size s is equivalent to a standard circuit of size exactly s/2. As a result of the fact that any language accepted by a family of standard circuits can be accepted by a family of oracle circuits, a proof of Lupanov [Lup58] gives us the following useful fact, This strengthens a result of Wilson [Wi185] and, together with Proposition 4.2, shows that ESPACEA exhibits a weak Shannon effect: For any fixed oracle A , almost every language in ESPACEA has circuitsize complexity which is within a factor of 2 of maximal. The linear separation from maximal size in Proposition 4.3 will resurface in the main result of section 5, below.
Our main results involve nondeterministic oracle circuit size. An n-input nondeterministic oracle circuit y is an (n + k)-input oracle circuit with a single designated output gate, where k is any integer. The 214 set computed by y relative to an oracle A is defined by LA(?> = ( 2 E (0,1}" I (3w E (0, l}k) yA(tw) = 1).
A string w E (0, l}k such that y A ( t w ) = 1 is often called a witness to the membership of 2 in LA(y).
We say that y computes a set S relative to A if S = L A ( y ) . The size of a nondeterministic oracle circuit is the size of the underlying oracle circuit, and once again we will write size(y).
As in the deterministic case, there is an analogous unrelativized nondeterministic circuit model in which oracle gates do not appear. Such nondeterministic circuits have previously been considered by Sipser [Sip84] , Wolf [Wo187] , and others. The size of an unrelativized nondeterministic circuit is the number of its constituent gates. Both models of nondeterministic circuits provide characterizations of complexity classes based on circuit size.
The nondeterministic circuit-size complexity of a language L C (0,1}* is the function NCSL :
The nondeterministic circuit-size complexity of a language L (0,1}* relative to an oracle A is the function NCS; : N + N defined by NCSf(n) = min(size(y) I y A computes L n (0, 1)"').
We will work with the relativized nondeterministic circuit-size complexity classes
The unrelativized classes NSIZE(f(n)), NPSIZE, NSIZE;.,, (f(n)), and NPSIZEi.,. are defined analogously in terms of NCSL.
Another nonuniform nondeterministic model is the generator model introduced by Yap [Yap831 and Schoning [Sch86] . It can be shown that the generator model is equivalent to the nondeterministic circuit model in the sense that any set S C (0,1}" computed by a nondeterministic circuit of size s is generated by a generating circuit of size s; and any set S C (0, 1)"' generated by a generating circuit of size s is computed by a nondeterministic circuit of size s + 5n.
Since Yap [Yap831 and Schoning [Sch86] demonstrated that NP/Poly is exactly the set of languages with polynomial-size generators, it follows that NPSIZE = NP/Poly. This is easily extended to show NPSIZEA = NPA/Poly and NPSIZEfo, = NPA/Polyi.O.. Lemma 4.1 can be used to prove the following facts, which we need in sections 5 and 6. Lemma 4.4. For all sufficiently large n, the number of functionally distinct n-input nondeterministic oracle circuits having size 5 $ is less than 2 2 " ( 5 ) .
Lemma 4.5. For every 0 < CY < a ' < ' 3 and all sufficiently large n , the number of functionally distinct n-input nondeterministic oracle circuits having 0 size 5 Za"' is less than 22a'n.
Deterministic Time Versus Circuit Size
In this section we prove that every pspace-random oracle supports the existence of languages which are computable in exponential time but do not have small circuits, even if the circuits are allowed to be nondeterministic. In this section and the next, we use certain binary strings z as bit sources in the following sense. When one of our algorithms requires a bit of information for some purpose, the first bit of z , namely head(z), may be used. We then set z := tail(z) and say that the first bit of z has been consumed.
NSIZE?~,($) is a pspace-test.
We now show that the condition EA (I) Each (ht, mt) is a pspace-cover.
(11) Each (ht, mt) covers X t .
00
(111) The series p*(ht) is pspace-convergent.
t=O
Fix a standard enumeration of all oracle circuits in which no circuit precedes a circuit of lesser size. Call a nondeterministic oracle circuit y novel for n if, when all circuits in the enumeration are regarded as n-input nondeterministic oracle circuits, y is functionally distinct from every n-input nondeterministic oracle circuit which precedes it. For each n E N, let NCIRC($) denote the set of all nondeterministic oracle circuits which are novel for n and have size 5 $. By Lemma 4.4, (NCIRC($)( < 22"(+) a.e.
Let SOURCES(n) be the set of all binary strings of length 2"($ + 1); these strings will be bit sources used to answer oracle queries. (Since no more than one oracle gate of size 0 appears in any novel circuit, no more than + 1 queries occur during the computation of any one of these circuits; each bit source is thus long enough to be used for 2" oracle circuit simulations.) Let the functions h : N + C* The purpose of algorithm h is to, for each t , enumerate cylinder specifications ht (0) , ht(l), . . . such that X t U C h t ( k ) . If t # 2", then X t = 0 and this is a trivial task. If t = 2", the string variable COVER is used to build the particular specification h t ( k ) = h ( ( t , k ) ) as follows. For each circuit y and bit source z , COVER is initialized to a sufficiently long string of I ' s to allow specification of bits corresponding to strings of length 5 2" +n. The following simulation is then performed. For each 3: E (0, l)n, we find the first witness w such that y accepts zw 00 k=O when using the currently remaining bits of z to answer queries; if no such witness exists, we let w be a string of 0's of the appropriate length. No bits of z are permanently consumed during this process; each prospective witness w has the same bit source available to it. Once w has been determined, the simulation is performed again on zw, this time consuming the bits of z used to answer queries. The bits of COVER corresponding to strings queried during this latter simulation are set accordingly, and the result of the simulation determines the bit of COVER corresponding to the string z02".
Note that the computation of ht(k) begins by recomputing ht(k') for 0 5 k ' < k. This recomputation ensures that each ht(k') corresponds to a different pair (y,z) , and that no nonempty cylinder C h , ( k ' ) is contained in an earlier one. Careful inspection by the reader will reveal that the space required by algorithm h is dominated by that required for k', y, z , and COVER. Since k' never exceeds k + 1, it requires O(1og k) space. It is clear that y requires O(2") = O(t> space and z requires O(t2) space. We cannot store COVER in polynomial space in the "natural" way; however, most of the bits of COVER will be 1. Thus we can store COVER in a table of bit positions and values for the non-1 bits. Each table entry requires at most (2" + n + 1) + 1 = O(t) bits. Each of the 2" passes through the z loop involves at most $ + 1 queries, so at most 2" ($ + 2) = O(t2) positions of COVER will be non-1. Thus the entire table can be stored in O(t3) bits. It follows easily that h, m E pspace.
All that remains is to show that h and m satisfy conditions (I), (11), and (111). For condition (I), the fact that ht, mt E pspace follows immediately from the fact that h,m E pspace. It thus suffices to note
for all t , k E N. Hence ( h t , mt) is a pspace-cover.
For condition (11) we have two cases. If t is not a power of 2, then Xt = 0 is trivially covered by (ht, mi) . For the nontrivial case, then, assume that t = 2" and let A E X t . Then NCS;, ( n ) 5 $, so some y E NCIRC( $) computes LA n (0, 1)" relative to A . Let n+l be the number of inputs to 7. For each z E LA n (0, l}n, there is some witness w E ( 0 , l ) ' such that yA(zw) = 1; let w, be the lexicographically first such w. For each 1: E (0,l)" \ LA, let wz = 0'. Then yA(zw,) = X L , [z] for all E E (0, l}n. Moreover, there is some z E SOURCES(n) which, throughout the (y,z) loop of h, provides query re- will then be a natural number k such that either ht(k) = COVER C A , or else ht(k') C COVER A for some k' < k. Either way, A E U Cht(k). Since A E X t is arbitrary here, this verifies condition (11).
To prove condition (111), we first compute p * ( h t ) for all t. If t is not a power of 2, it is clear that p * ( h t ) = 0, so assume that t = 2". Let ht(k) be a particular non-T cylinder specification enumerated by ht, let z be the bit source used in the construction of ht(k), and let d be the number of bits of z not consumed in this construction. Since
bits of ht(k) are assigned values by the function Simulate. An additional 2" = t bits of ht(k) are given values by the assignment to COVER[z02"]. Note that these latter bits are distinct from each other and (since each x02" is longer than any query handled by Simulate) from the bits assigned values by Simulate. Thus the total number of defined bits in Now there are 2d bit sources which are identical to z except in the last d bits. Each of these would cause ht(k) to be enumerated if duplicate enumera-
tion were not prevented. We can thus consider the total measure of h t ( k ) to be amortized over these 2d bit sources, giving a measure of per bit source. Since this quantity does not depend upon k or d , we conclude that Proof. Since a randomly selected oracle A is pspace-random with probability one, the second statement follows immediately from the first. To prove the first statement, let A E RAND(pspace).
Then, by Corollary 5.2, there exists L E EA \ NPA/Poly. It follows easily that the language
Nondeterministic Time Versus Circuit Size
In this, the main section of the paper, we prove that e v e r y pspace-random oracle A supports the separation NPA e co-NSIZEf0~(2"") for every real a < 9 . The argument here is somewhat more sensitive than that of section 5 because now the co-nondeterministic circuits can query all strings queried by the NP-machine, and can query many more strings than the NP-machine. As before, we first prove that the desired separation is a pspace-test.
Theorem 6.1. If 2, = { A I NPA e C~-NSIZE?~,(~"")}, then ppspace(Za) = 1 for every real 0 < a < 4.
Proof. Fix reals 0 < a < a ' < 5. For each w E {O,l}*, we will write w = 201202, where Iw11 = T.
(For clarity, we omit the floors and ceilings required for strict accuracy.) For each oracle A , define the function BA by [wow] and let LA = range(8A)"
It is clear that LA E CO-NPA for each oracle A . k=O t = k so by Theorem 3.9 it suffices to exhibit a pair (h, ma) E pspace2 such that the following conditions hold. ( h t , mt) is a pspace-cover.
(I) Each
(11) Each ( h t , mt) covers Xt.
03
(111) The series p * ( h t ) is pspace-convergent. and let m be defined from h exactly as in Figure 5 .4.
The Find-witness and Simulate functions are those of Theorem 5.1. In Figure 6 .2 we use the function
where w is the jth string of length n and uj is the jth %-bit substring of U . The term "consistent" used in Figure 6 .3 will be explained below.
For each t , the function h enumerates cylinder specifications ht(O), ht(l), . . . which cover Xt. Each such specification may define bits corresponding to strings of the following two types. (1) The query strings will be those strings regarding which an oracle is queried. (2) The 8-strings will be those strings of the form wok, where I w I = n and 1 5 IC 5 9, i.e., those strings whose membership in A must be decided in order for 8~ to be defined on (0,l)n. The bits of a specification corresponding to these types will be called query bits and 8-bits, respectively. (Note that the query bits may overlap the 8-bits.)
Define the block around a string w1 E (0, l}? to be {w E (0,l)" w1 C w}, and call the string ~1 0 % the representative of that block. We say that astring w E (0,l) " is unexamined if no 0-string having w as a prefix is a query string.
As shown in Figure 6 .1, h enumerates specifications in two stages. Stage1 enumerates specifications which cover all oracles A for which fewer than 25 percent of all block representatives are in LA = co-range(BA). Intuitively, this event is unlikely because a given representative is in the range with probability approximately equal to 1 -f < 2. Such oracles A are covered by considering all possible values of the &bits, i.e., all strings U E 01-SOURCES(n). If a particular U results in the occurrence of this rare event, a specification is enumerated which covers all oracles A having these particular 8-bits. The number of defined bits in a Stagel specification is thus y.
In Stage2, algorithm h operates similarly to its Theorem 5.1 counterpart, except that here the simulation is only performed on those strings w which are block representatives. When these simulations have been completed, COVER contains a specification which defines bits corresponding to strings queried while processing such block representatives w. (Each representative is processed with only one witness-the one assigned by Find-witness-during this construction of COVER.) Some of these defined bits may be &bits, but many undefined 8-bits 3 ' will remain. In fact, we show below that at least ined after the simulations. During the last part of Stage2, we use Fill-Cover to find the first it% unexamined strings in each block and define their associated 8-bits in every possible way. For each possible definition of these bits, a specification NEWCOVER is constructed. This specification is then checked for consistency with the preceding simulations. Specscally, for each block representative ~1 0 3 , a witness y has been found and y ( w l O 3 y) has been simulated. The result r(w1) of this simulation is consistent with NEWCOVER if it is not the case that both of the following occur. We now show that h and m satisfy conditions (I), (11), and (111). Condition (I) is immediate] just as in Theorem 5.1. For condition (II), the nontrivial case is when t = 2". In this case, let A E Xt. Again, we have two cases. First, if then Stagel of h will find U E el-SOURCES(n) such that 8, = 0A and then output a string h t ( k ) which covers A . So assume that A E Xt and that
Since A E Xt, there exists 7 E NCIRC(2"") such that 7 computes LA n {0,1}" relative to A . Let n + 1 be the number of inputs to 7. For each w E LA n (0, l}n, there is some witness y E (0,l)' such that rA(wy> = 1; let y , be the lexicographically first such y. For each w E {0,1}" \ LA, let y, = 0'. Then rA(wy,) = X L~ [ W ] for all w E (0,l)". Moreover, there exist z E SOURCES(n) and z' E 02-SOURCES(n) such that z answers queries just as A would throughout the simulation phase of Stage2, and z' provides exactly the same &bits as A for the first i t s unexamined strings in each block in the second part of Stage2. It follows that, in this case, A is covered by some string ht(k) enumerated in Stage2. This confirms condition (11).
Finally, to prove condition (111), we estimate p * ( h t ) . If t is not a power of 2, it is clear that p * ( h t ) = 0, so assume that t = 2". Write p * ( h t ) = pi(ht) + p z ( h t ) , where each & ( l i t ) is the total measure of the cylinders constructed in Stagei of ht.
We first estimate pi(ht). If a string U E 01-SOURCES(n) is chosen probabilistically according tonthe uniform distribution, then for each y E (0, I}", the probability that y o 9 $ ! range(&) is t t p= (-) . 
where c > 0. Since each string enumerated in Stagel has defined bits, it follows that p ; ( h t ) = N . 2 -y < 2-ct4.
We next estimate p z ( h t ) . If h t ( k ) is enumerated during Stage2, a particular bit source z of length td (t" + 1) is used to answer queries during the simulation phase, and each consumed bit of z specifies one bit of ht(k). As in Section 5 , it may be that not all bits of z are consumed by this process; let d be the number of these unused bits of z . Following the simulation phase, the FillXover routine specifies the 9 0-bits for each of the first i t s unexamined There are 2d bit sources in SOURCES(n) which are identical to z except in their last d bits, and each of these would cause h t ( k ) to be enumerated if duplication were not prevented. Thus, as in Theorem 5.1, we amortize p ( h t ( k ) ) over these 2d bit sources, giving a per-bit-source measure of 2-dp(ht(k>) = 2-&t0+1)-%.
For each 7 E NCIRC(2Q") and z E SOURCES(n), we now estimate the number of different values of NEWCOVER which can be outputs of Stage2. Such a value of NEWCOVER must be consistent with the results r(w1). Moreover, at least at; of the t i results r(w1) must be 1, since otherwise NEWCOVER would be covered by Stagel.
During the simulation phase of Stage2, at most IzI = td(ta + 1) strings are queried, so at least t j -t++a -td strings w in each block are unexamined. Since cx < $, this number of unexamined strings is at least ; t s , i.e., one half the size of the block, for all sufficiently large t . Thus, for each z' E 02-SOURCES(n), Fill-Cover will identify the first i t s unexamined strings in each block and assign their &bits the values given by z'. Fix a particular w1 such that r(w1) = 1. If z' E 02-SOURCES(n) is selected randomly according to the uniform distribution, then the probability p,, that NEWCOVER is consistent with the single result r(w1) satisfies a t 3
PW, I (-)
Since this converges to e -4 as t + CO, it follows that p, , , , < (0.9)4 for all sufficiently large t . Since the blocks are disjoint, then, the probability p' that NEWCOVER is consistent with all the results r(w1) satisfies p' < (0.9)t4. Thus, for each 7 and z , the total number K (T,z) (Bennett and Gill [BG81] ). For a K < 2% -at' INCIRC(2"")llsouRCEs(n)l randomly selected oracle A , < 2t' (t"+l-a)+t"'+nt 3 .
Pr [PA # NPA # co-NPA] = 1.
0
Putting this together with our computation of the per-bit-source measure gives mial advice.
Often one is only interested in the case of polyno-&(ht) < 2tp'-atf < 2 4 % for all sufficiently large t , since a' < i. Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 3.7. 0 Wilson [Wi185] constructed oracles A and B such that NPA LINSIZEA and NPB PB/Poly, and asked which of these holds with probability one. We can now answer this question.
Conclusion
We have established pspace-randomness as a sufficient condition for an oracle to achieve certain separations. Intuitively, for example, we now know that NPA g co-NPA/Poly for every oracle A whose information content is high enough that A is pspacerandom. In contrast, work of follows. It will be interesting to see these high and low information criteria pushed closer together.
